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Start engines! 47367 at Dereham
Photo: Luca Chalkin

Platform End
Much has been said recently about the shortage of
coal on heritage lines but in this case the failure of
Bluebell Railway BR Std Class 5 No 73082, Camelot saw D4106, (09018) operating the
services on Saturday June 11th. Released to service from Horwich works in 1961, this
shunter led a nomadic life starting at Carlisle 12A before moving to Rugby, Crewe and
Toton and then moving south to three different Southern Region depots. The 26 locos of
this class were designed primarily for shunting and also short-distance freight trips along
branch lines. Nearly identical to the more numerous Class 08 shunting locomotives,
they had different gearing, giving a higher top speed of 27.5 mph, albeit at the expense
of a lower tractive effort. Currently, although the Bluebell Railway has the largest collection of steam locomotives in the south east, it has only four operational steam locos,
a reflection perhaps of the mounting costs involved in maintaining aged machinery.

Your chance to comment on
previous items, add a photo or
story, correct our mistakes
and generally add to our
knowledge …. We would love
to hear from you!
Email
lenandpam@hotmail.com

For many years the Bluebell had a strong ’no-diesel’ policy but recently concluded that
a thunderbird and dry weather/fire-risk cover locomotive was required. A group of
Bluebell Locomotive Department members have purchased Class 33 D6570 Ashford
(33052) from the Kent and East Sussex Railway to be hired for use on the Bluebell on an
as-required basis.

And they are not the only ones!
On the last Friday in June the SVR also had to
resort to shunter haulage when D4100
(09012) Dick Hardy replaced a failed class
20. Judging by the number of heads hanging
out of windows at Arley station, the passengers were enjoying it. In contrast, this shunter spent its entire BR life on the Southern.

Coal shortage closes line-Twice!
In what could become a familiar scenario, the Schull & Skibbereen Tramway & Light railway in County Cork, Ireland, later part of the Great Southern Railways Ireland closed owing to a shortage of coal during World War
II between April 1944 and December 1945. A further shortage of coal resulted in a renewed suspension of services on 27 January 1947; it was never to open again.

I found this picture after Ned Williams Irish piece last month. An idyllic roadside scene from the camera of the redoubtable Cam Cammwell taken in 1949 on the 3ft gauge Schull & Skibbereen Tramway & Light railway in County
Cork, Ireland. That’s his Morris 8 on the right being passed by loco No 4, Erin, built 1888 by Nasmyth Wilson &
Co., the first locomotive in the British Isles to be fitted with a Belpaire boiler. The little line did not have the best of
starts. Built under the terms of the Tramways Act, construction begun in 1885 but soon proved to be substandard. The Inspector of Railways refused to allow the line to be opened for public service initially but following some
remedial work, the line opened with a restricted speed limit of only 15 miles per hour. Ownership had passed initially to the new Great Southern Railways in 1925 when all the railway companies lying wholly within the Free
State were amalgamated into one concern and to Córas Iompair Éireann (CIÉ) in 1945 under the 1944 Transport
Act.

Holiday Snaps
I was amused to receive this from Chris Fox who couldn't resist
taking the attached photo whilst on holiday in Majorca recently.
Could this be the work of an expat he wondered, someone who
holds our local motive power depot in such high esteem they
erected this sign. “Whatever the reason I suspect that the only
thing a restaurant in Palma and 84B have in common is the name,
although on closer examination it appears that both establishments could get rather smokey at times!”

Holiday Snaps
What we didn’t say last month was Roger needed a ‘banker’ to lift him out of
that deckchair at the old Bodmin General station on the Bodmin and Wenford
heritage line.
Local landowner Sir William Molesworth had the original Bodmin and
Wadebridge Railway built to carry sea sand, used by farmers as manure, inland from Wadebridge. It opened as early as 1834 and from the beginning carried passengers as well as goods. The company also had one steam locomotive,
“Camel”; this was the first railway in Cornwall to use a steam locomotive. The
Bodmin and Wadebridge Railway was bought in 1846 by the London and South Western Railway hoping to gain
access to the Cornwall traffic , despite its nearest line being at Dorchester 120 miles away.
In 1886 an agreement was reached to allow the GWR
to operate on the line from their Bodmin Road station,
so after 54 years the B&WR was at last connected to
the main railway network. When the L&SWR eventually reached Wadebridge in 1895 with their North
Cornwall Railway from Halwill Junction, they were by
all accounts astounded to find the primaeval system
still in operation and instigated immediate improvements. This 1896 photograph was titled "The oldest
rolling stock in England. Bodmin & Wadebridge
Branch, London & Southwestern Railway, in use for
fifty years" in 1896

<- Surprising what you find when you visit the local
council offices. What looks like a meeting of our
committee at Codsall station sometime between
the 20th and 21st centuries! Photo: G. Colling

Toilet Humour

Rugs and pillows truck at Euston railway station in
1925. (Left) Rugs and pillows could be hired for one
shilling each , for those third class passengers who
were travelling long distances through the night.
Photo: NRM

Simon Dewey found this photo of a GWR
Road Services AEC 45 hp bus at Wolverhampton Low Level station probably
about 1920.The bus was Fleet No 230,
with Staffordshire registration No E3413,
fitted with a body built which the GWR
built at their Swindon works.
The GWR began a bus service between Bridgnorth and Wolverhampton as early as 1904 appropriately using
three Clarkson steam omnibuses. The service was introduced in response to number of failed proposals by other
railway companies to build a direct railway between Wolverhampton and Bridgnorth. The journey took 1½ hours,
with the buses travelling at around 8mph. The steam buses gave considerable trouble from the beginning of operation, in particular on Hermitage Hill out of
Bridgnorth, which involved climbing 260 feet
in little over half a mile in order to leave the
river valley, and this led to several minor accidents. At the end of March 1905, after less
than 5 months service, they were transferred
to flatter Somerset for use between Cheddar
and Burnham, being replaced in 1905 by
Milnes-Daimler petrol buses. Four of these
are seen outside the Wolverhampton garage
which stood in Sun Street until recent times
(Right) , the two in the middle having the later
type radiators. More reliable, these saw service until January 1920, at which time they
were in turn replaced by the AEC buses as
our photo shows. In 1923, the service was
taken over by Wolverhampton Corporation becoming their service No 7.
This photo is of Mrs Patheyjohns in her GWR bus conductor’s uniform during the first
world war. Her son, Don Patheyjohns interviewed by Didcot Railway Centre a few years
ago said: “Before the 1914-18 war my father worked as a conductor on the GWR buses
that ran between Wolverhampton and Bridgnorth. When the war broke out my father
joined the army. My mother's brother, Bill, was a foreman in charge of buses at Wolverhampton and he asked my mother to leave her home in Helston, Cornwall, to become a
conductor in Wolverhampton. She agreed and subsequently took over father's job.
“Father’s brother, Charles, was a boy messenger in the telegraph office and was always
telling my mother about his brother, Bob. When Bob returned from the war, he and my
mother met and later married.” In the photo Mrs Patheyjohns is cutting a dash in her smart
uniform with highly polished boots. The job of course only became available to her with so
many men away fighting.

Thanks to the Didcot Railway Centre

Through the wonders of the World Wide Web I made contact
with retired Western Region driver, Dennis Herbert -

Here’s his story…..
I

left school in July 1949 without any documented qualifications. I taught myself

‘Model Engineering’ and over seventy years built five working miniature locomotives.
Also, I took an interest in clocks towards retiring age. I went on to make two long case
clocks and a replica 1724 James Harrison wooden clock movement which took seven
years of my spare time and often drove me to distraction!. I also built a Stuart No 4 stationary steam engine and
worked on countless projects for other friends. My garden has also been a lifelong interest.

I started work as a Lad Porter at ‘Acocks Green and South Yardley ’ station, Birmingham, on 27th July 1949 and
transferred to the Locomotive Department at Tyseley Shed as an Engine Cleaner on 24th October of the same year.
My 16th birthday in June 1950 saw me
upgraded to work as fireman on shunting
engines and freight turns between local
yards. On my 17thbirthday I became a
main line fireman until 1965, passing out
as a driver in 1960, thus becoming available to work many steam locomotive driving turns. My interest in railways brought
me an unexpected commendation from
the Chief Locomotive Inspector at Swindon Jack Hancocks. I was led to believe,
by the acting Tyseley Shed Master, C. Williams, that I was only the second man
Tyseley Depot to achieve this award. The
Depot opened in 1908. I gave forty four years’ service on the footplate and before retirement did drive the Royal
Train with Her Majesty on board.
I was trained to work many diesel locomotives, from 08 Shunting Engines to the Intercity 125’s. Class 20 English
Electric, Class 24 & 25. Class 31, Class 37 and 40 English Electric, Class 45 Crompton Parkinson, Class 46 Brush, Class
47 Sulzer, Class 50 English Electric, Class 56, Class 58, and Class 60. All types of D.M.U. including single Parcel Car
Units and Eastern Region Rolls Royce Units for the Sheffield to York service. My route knowledge extended from Birmingham to Paddington, via Coventry, Bicester, or Oxford and Reading. Birmingham to York, via Sheffield, or Beighton Junction, via Altofts Junction, Castleford and Ferry Bridge, including Doncaster. Also Birmingham to Bristol, via
Worcester and via Stratford-on-Avon on the North Warwick Line. Birmingham to Crewe, via Wolverhampton, also to
Buildwas Power Station, via Madeley Junction. Birmingham to Nottingham, via Leicester, or Stenson Junction. This
included Toton Yard. Plus Worcester via Stourbridge. Castle Bromwich Junction to Stourbridge via Sutton Park and
Dudley. (Wow, that’s almost as far as the infamous Saltley Seagulls,
without the sobriquets!)
I retired in July 1993. I then joined the Elmdon Model Engineering Society, which was based at the demolished Tyseley Locomotive Shed; at the
time the site had become a Railway Museum. The society then moved
premises to the, Birmingham and Midland Motor Omnibus Trust Museum,
Chapel Lane, Wythall, Worcestershire. I eventually became President of
this society.

In 1950 a series of these dock shunting engines came to Tyseley Factory after receiving a general overhaul at Derby
Works. The engines arrived by freight train into Bordesley Junction having their valve gear, side rods and connecting rods disconnected. In the factory at Tyseley they were made ready for delivery, in steam, to their home
depot on the coast. These locomotives having Stephenson valve gear were known to the professionals as the
‘Simple Engine’ and were the basis for the driver’s promotion examination for faults, failures, valve events etc.
Once reassembled, the engines were steamed, but being unsuitable for heavy yard shunting in the Birmingham
area they were used on the Loco Yard shunter at Tyseley. As a sixteen-year-old upgraded to do firing turns, I
worked on these a number of times. Some having the uniqueness of a bell, but the open cab was of little novelty in
wet weather! Nevertheless, the engines were adequate for keeping the coal stage supplied and the ash wagons
cleared, prior to going home. For me, it was all in the learning curve.

2136 was built at Stafford
Road works as a Class 2021
saddle tank, being rebuilt as
a pannier tank in 1929.
It ran over 1 million miles
before eventual withdrawal
from Birkenhead Mollington
Street in 1953 and making
its last journey to Swindon
for scrapping.

Photo Dick Potts
My first two firing turns had been to relieved engines in the shunting yards, where my elderly drivers remained
very tolerant, yet informative. My third turn was my first engine preparation, where it was necessary to take an
engine off the depot. So, I signed on at 04.25am, our engine number 9682 was written next to our names on the
roster sheet. An engine that came to Tyseley new in 1948 and today is preserved. During the eight months that I
spent in the shed cleaning engines, a Wolverhampton inspector had been coming to give us a talk for some two
hours. He came on three occasions only, this was the basis of my engine preparation knowledge, but I knew it all ----------or so I thought Our first check was on the boiler water level and the function of the water gauge. This appeared fine, so I checked the firebox for leaks, fusible plugs, tubes, stays and firebox seams, which were all sound. I
then became aware that the heavy semi-circle cast iron firehole shield was not fitted. The shield put there to protect the soft copper boiler plates from damage due to the use of fire-irons and shovels. My driver had yet to arrive,
but as a cleaner we had taken it on ourselves to practice fitting the shield on cold engines under repair. As I felt this
was a ‘Piece of Cake’, I decided to fit the thing myself, when it was indeed the boilersmith’s job. Crouching in front
of the fire hole, I lined up my stance and pitched the casting towards the firehole. The casting did not quite make it
and wedged itself across the aperture. Not to be beaten, I unlocked the toolboxes, put the drivers oil bottles to
warm and checked that we had the vital train protection in the toolbox, containing red flags and detonators. With
the coal peck, I now hooked the stuck casting back out on to the footplate. But it was now very hot. Holding it with
thick wads of cotton waste, I made a second attempt. This time one edge of the casting caught the firehole, twisted
it round and it disappeared into the firebox, rolling down the usual banked fire under the fire-doors. There was no
fire at the front of the firebox, the firebars were visible, there followed a dull thud as the hefty casting struck the
front of the firebox. Now biting my nails, the driver’s side door opened and I was met with the most infectious
smile. I was to learn that this was most rare at such a hour!

Stan Carter had London accent and I was also to learn that he was always full of fun, thankfully, he was a lovely
man. Following my confession, he just said that I should alert the boilersmiths, adding that it was their job and
they were on bonus, they won’t mind. It should have been fitted before we got there. Across the turntable I
opened the boilersmiths cabin door by lifting the bank vault type latch and swinging open the door big enough to
wheel a hand cart through. The room was in darkness, but I heard a stir and put the light on. A big man rose up
from prone on a long wooden bench, having had his head on a number of house bricks interspersed with cotton
waste. His warted sooty face making him look most intimidating, the whites of his eyes now prominent, flickering
like a twenties silent cinematograph. Confessing my mishap for a second time, seemed to be met in a surprisingly
low key, until he finally asked me the engine number. Becoming aware that the engine was a ‘Pannier’, having a
deep firebox, his language festered. I felt that during my eight months working in the shed I had already gained
adequate knowledge of inappropriate language to achieve a doctorate. Yet this man’s outburst was my humbling,
his awareness of the thesaurus entries for the word ‘expletive’ seemed boundless. I could still hear him shouting
without repetition being half way back to our engine in the noisy shed.
This in itself shattered my ego, but I still had much to do. Shunting engines now carried four head lamps, these
needed to be collected from the tool house, which was under the coal stage across the shed yard. These were
heavy and cumbersome to carry, along with a shovel, which would not lock away in the toolbox. Back at our engine the boilersmith had arrived, along with asbestos gloves and long handled grips. White stripes appeared on his
face as sweat ran, the heavy shield eventually emerging from the fire very hot. This he maneuvered out of the
doorway on to the shed floor before turning a fire hydrant on to it. When cold, he pitched it towards the firehole,
there was a satisfying ring as it settled snuggly into the bottom of the firehole. Every man to his trade! He glowered at me before saying, “Tell your mate to put a card in”. Now feeling it was time to push the fire all over the
firebox to raise the steam pressure, I took hold of the pricker fire-iron, then realising that I needed to open the
ashpan dampers to allow air through the fire. Doing this, there was an immediate protesting voice from beneath
the engine. Stan was oiling the crank shaft, which meant climbing between the big ends and the boiler. Opening
the front ashpan damper, I had just given my driver a hefty shove up the back side. Thankfully, Stan was more
than tolerant, but this was something more that I must always remember not to do in future. I remember too,
having to fill sand boxes for the first time. The steel scoops were very heavy empty, filled with silver sand, if you
could keep your legs straight, you were inclined to leave footmarks in the shed blue brindle brick floor! Finally, we
went on to the turn table and outside to the water column. We always filled both the boiler and tanks to capacity.
This was to be my first experience of running on the main lines and at the shed departure signal we went up
against another Pannier, which was our companion. We were Hockley No3 and the other Hockley No2, so we left
the shed attached. At the loco signal box another engine going to Handsworth came up against us and Stan asked
me to hook it on to us. So, the three engines left coupled up with signals clear on to the main lines, it would be my
first trip up Snow Hill Tunnel. All the signals at Small Heath South were clear for us, but at Small Heath North they
reverted to danger. Grinding to a stand with a red flag at the
signal box window, another window opened by me. A very authoritative voice shouted, “Take that bloody tail lamp off”. I was
at fault again; I was ignorant of the importance of a tail lamp. A
tail lamp was a sign to a signalman that a train had passed complete. It was therefore vitally important that no other intermediate tail lamps were carried. So, whilst the day went reasonable thereafter, I had an awful lot to learn, in fact I have never
stopped learning today ! Thanks Dennis, lovely story!
Photo:
Peter Brabham

9682 was rescued from Barry scrapyard and after overhaul at Southall
was loaned to various railways including (Left) the Chinnor and Princess Risborough Railway. Purchased by the Dean Forest Locomotive
Group it moved there in 2019.

Simon shares a busy month with us in AUGUST – 1968
Another “Farewell to…” month

August 1968 saw the culmination of British Railways’ elimination of steam operation (except for the narrow gauge Vale of Rheidol line in Wales). The year had
started with seventeen operational sheds housing steam locomotives but by July
the number had been reduced to only three, all in Lancashire - Lostock Hall (near Preston), Rose Grove, (Burnley)
and Carnforth. My good friend Doug Nicholson had moved to Wigan at the end of 1967, a good base from which
we made visits to these last remaining sheds and to others before they also had closed in the previous months, so
trips up the M6 became quite frequent. The final week of steam began on 28th July and I drove up from London to
Wigan on the Wednesday (the 31st ) in my then recently acquired 3 year old mini van, having sold my MG TC (for
the princely sum of £120) some weeks earlier. It still exists, in Sweden I think based on info from the MG Car Club’s
T Register. The van, while nowhere near as glamourous, did have the advantage of being cheaper to run and not
only watertight but also having a heater, although how effective this was is very much open to debate! I bought it
for £85 from a friend and the £35 “profit” from the change of vehicles constituted the bulk of the worldly goods
with which I endowed my wife when I got married the following year!
I had a ticket for one of the SLS “Farewell to Steam” special trains on the following Sunday (August 4th) so needed
to be back in Wolverhampton on the Saturday but visits to each of the three last sheds went as planned on the
Thursday and Friday, Carnforth being the last one on the Friday afternoon after Rose Grove earlier in the day and
driving via Hellifield and Settle . We had wandered round the shed for probably the best part of two hours, including the sad sight of engines returning on shed after their last workings, being left at the end of an increasing line of
now redundant locomotives to cool down , never to steam again. At about five past six we were returning to my
van to head for home only to be confronted by the shed foreman, presumably just coming on shift, who roundly
told us to remove ourselves which of course we were quite happy to do. With so many other unauthorised visitors
elsewhere in and around the shed he was due for a busy time ejecting them all but thank goodness we hadn’t encountered him earlier.

Sole active survivors of their respective BR classes, “Britannia” “Oliver Cromwell and Class 5 4-6-0 No 73069
together with spruced up Black 5 44894 outside the shed with two Clayton centre cab Diesels, seen before our
encounter with authority. The two Standards would see use on the Sunday.
As with the others, Lostock Hall shed the previous day had all the appearance of a busy working steam shed with
little indication that this was all about to change three days later other than the lines of withdrawn locomotives
stored alongside the shed yard area and in the shed itself. 8F No 48723 was active shunting in the goods yard beyond the bridge overlooking the station and several other engines were in steam on shed including Ivatt Class 4 2-6
-0 No 43106 , technically withdrawn about 2 weeks earlier but being prepared to leave to travel south to
Bridgnorth and the Severn Valley Railway.

The depressing sight of withdrawn locomotives, mainly
Stanier 8Fs and Black 5s but at
least one Ivatt Class 4 2-6-0
stored in what would once
have been the shed’s coal
store area. Still active engines
can be seen in the shed yard
beyond

Ivatt Class 4 2-6-0 No 43106,
now a mainstay of Severn
Valley operations, preparing
to depart from BR and being
turned on the shed’s turntable (in the company of a
handful of boys on the table
for a ride) before setting off
with a farewell whistle towards its new home.

A highlight of our morning at
Rose Grove the following day
was watching Stanier 8F No
48666 which had become
derailed in the shed yard
being dragged back onto the
rails amid a brief explosion of
noise and columns of exhaust by two other 8Fs, one,
48773 being again ultimately
a SVR engine and the other,
No 438340 which did not
survive into preservation.

Almost the end - Sunday August 4th 1968 was the last day of British Railways steam operations, except for the
end of steam special train, the “Fifteen Guinea Special” run on the following Sunday, the 11th . The 4th saw a
number of Society specials organised to commemorate the auspicious occasion, with the SLS running two trains
from Birmingham, the second one (SLS Train B, reporting number 1Z79) which I was fortunate to travel on. Electric-hauled to Stockport where a Diesel took over (a class 40, I think), taking the train to Manchester Victoria
where a pair of Black5s, 45017 and 44874 were waiting to haul the train for its tour of lines in Lancashire and west
Yorkshire, returning to Stockport in the evening where a Class 81 electric E3001 took over for a rapid return south.
The train ran via Stalybridge, Huddersfield (stop), Sowerby Bridge and on to Burnley where another stop was
made at Rose Grove for passengers to briefly visit the shed. Thence via Blackburn, Bolton and Wigan to Bootle
(where we outpaced an EMU from Southport on an adjoining line) and to Liverpool. Then back to Manchester
where water was again taken on, passing the site of the Rainhill Trials in 1829. Finally back up Miles Platting bank
and turning off the morning’s route to return to Stockport where the Black 5s left us, whistling their way back
through the station to their home shed where their fires would be dropped for the last time. A memorable day
out for 55/- (£2.75)

A first sight of active steam
that day, the two Black 5s
that would haul SLS Train B,
Nos 44874 and 45017 seen
at the foot of Miles Platting
bank as we approached
Manchester Victoria.

The train at Huddersfield.

Sunday the 11th - Really the end, or so we thought Back to London from Wolverhampton on the Monday morning but there only
until the Thursday since I was to attend a wedding in Kirby Lonsdale on the
Friday. So, back to Wigan for a night in Doug’s flat, pressing on to the wedding
the following morning. Would the MG have coped with so many miles up and
down the M1 and M6 in the space of a week? It wasn’t the finest mechanically so fortunately not put to the test.
On Sunday the 11th BR were running what became known as the “Fifteen Guinea Special” from Liverpool Lime
Street to Carlisle and back, which was to be the very last scheduled steam-hauled standard gauge passenger train,
so being back in the North West and able to take advantage of Doug’s hospitality again, with him I had an ideal
opportunity to see the train. Its reporting number was 1T57. We decided to see it at Rainhill, where it was due to
stop and so it was off across to beyond St Helens to intercept the train where a good many others had the same
idea, as indeed would be the case for most of the train’s journey. It duly arrived at about 09.30 behind Black 5 No
45110 and stopped near the memorial to the Rainhill Trials, with people, both enthusiasts and the general public
flocking all over the tracks to see it. Was Health & Safety in existence then? If so it was roundly ignored - not an
orange vest, a policeman or any other authority presence in sight. Such were those days!

70013 (Below) returning light at Garsdale on its way to Bressingham and a life of preservation.

968 run
LMS Class 5 45110, Liverpool Lime Street to
Manchester Victoria
Britannia Class 70013 Oliver Cromwell, Manchester Victoria to Carlisle
LMS Stanier Class 5 44871 and LMS Stanier
Class 5 44781, Carlisle to Manchester Victoria
LMS Class 5 45110, Manchester Victoria to
Liverpool Lime Street

Thanks Simon-wonderful memories

Tony Beresford has News from Scropton…….1
As can be seen in the accompanying photo, our local signal box is looking superb
for a veteran fast approaching its 140th birthday. Many villagers are very fond of
the box and some years ago the Parish Council attempted to obtain listed building
status for it but to no avail. For the uninitiated Scropton signal box is located on
the Down side of the Stoke- on-Trent to Derby line, nowadays promoted as the
North Staffordshire Line, some 1½ miles west of Tutbury & Hatton station. It is one of seven boxes responsible for
the traditional signalling on this route. The box is a NSR type 2 structure dating from 1884 fitted with a 22-lever
McKenzie & Holland frame and controls an absolute block in both directions between Tutbury and Sudbury, together with the adjacent gated crossing of Brook Lane. The name of the box is affixed to the gable end above the
steps but also, as can be seen in the accompanying photo, there is an alternative, more descriptive sign “Scropton
Crossing” on the front of the box. The latter sign is extant in all the photos I’ve seen which makes me wonder if the
sign and name date back to NSR days. However
all the post grouping documentary evidence I’ve
ever seen refers to the box simply as “Scropton”
and as a local that’s good enough for me. As already mentioned, the exterior of Scropton signal
box is in immaculate condition, sometimes said
by cynics to be a sign that the future of a railway
structure is uncertain! It has long been the stated
intention of Network Rail and its predecessors to
modernise the signalling on this line but as yet
no firm proposals have emerged. Indeed when I
was about to take early retirement in 1998, I was
asked if I’d be interested in working at neighbouring Sudbury box. “The line is due to be upgraded with modern
signalling in the same year as you’ll (me) get your state pension so the job would be ideal.” I politely declined and
twenty four years later nothing has changed.
However something may be stirring in the long grass. Earlier this year, Midlands Connect, the consortium which is
responsible for the A50/A500 Trunk Road between the M1 and M6 announced their strategy for improving this
ever busier route twixt the East and West Midlands. Whilst obviously aimed at the existing and future road traffic
needs of this corridor, it is also suggested that the existing hourly passenger service on the ‘underused’ railway
between Nottingham, Derby and Stoke-on-Trent should be doubled together with a saving of twenty minutes travel time. Such a radical improvement to the service would be most welcome although somewhat ambitious considering the route currently has a line speed of 70mph but with restrictions as low as 15mphat some points. If and
when the necessary upgrading of railway infrastructure and signalling associated with increasing passenger services on this line happens, it is possible that provision for container trains could be included. Last summer Network
Rail in conjunction with Highways England published a Freight Strategy for intermodal traffic using the SolentMidlands corridor. This is the first publication of its kind and others will follow. East to west routes are under consideration and the North Staffordshire Line could play a part. Network Rail has already stated the line will be assessed during CP (Control Period)6 for possible upgrading to W10/W12 gauge in CP7 (2024/29) as part of an exercise looking to identify possible alternative routes for container trains between Felixstowe and the North West.
The dimensions of Meir Tunnel are said to be insufficient to permit container trains but it is suggested this could
be addressed by either singling or gauntleting the track. Whether this is feasible we shall see.

Another significant factor is the granting of Freeport status to a large area based around East Midlands Airport.
Already in the planning stage is a new intermodal facility to be built adjacent to the A50/A38 ‘Toyota’ junction at
Egginton Common. This will have rail access to the Stoke-Derby line approximately one mile west of North Staffs
Junction. Although this short stretch of line is under the control of Derby ROC, this development could be cited as
another reason for promoting an upgrade of the whole line.
Having said all this, equipping the North Staffordshire Line to accommodate scheduled intermodal traffic in addition to an enhanced passenger service would cost the Treasury many tens of millions of pounds. One thing is for
sure though, whatever is eventually decided, upgrading to the necessary standard is unlikely to be approved for
several years and the recent work at Scropton will prove to be an excellent investment in our veteran box.
(An entertaining article by a former ‘bobby’ describing a year working at Scropton signal box was published in the
August 2015 issue of ‘Rail Express’. Highly recommended.) Thanks Tony-more Scropton next month!

British Railways Brush Traction Type 2
A1A-A1A class 31/4 diesel-electric locomotive number 31444 of Immingham
Traction Maintenance Depot passes
Scropton Crossing signal box No 2 signal
with the Tuesday, Thursday and Friday
only 06:00 Willesden Carriage Sidings to
Doncaster West Yard empty coaching
stock. Friday 6th May 1988
Photo: David A. Ingham

Here is an extract from the article by Tim Helme that Tony mentioned….
Scropton’s frame consists of a distant, home and section lever for each direction, plus three levers for the coacting crossover and corresponding ground signals. There are also two wicket gate levers, the gate release lever
and four spares. All the signals are cable pulls, with the Up Distant 1400 yards and the Down Distant 998 yards
away from their home signals. Two good tugs by any stretch of the imagination – or stretch of a cable in this case!
The ’box also supervises two user worked crossings: namely Mill Lane and Archers, although the latter is rarely
used. In an average year (if there is such a thing), 10,784 trains may pass Scropton, which equates to 32,352 signal lever pulls. The pull for the furthest distant signal alone equates to 70kg (for the metre that the lever is
pulled) – which over the year adds up to roughly 755 tonnes pulled just for that one signal. To paraphrase Archimedes: ‘Give me a lever big enough and I will move the world’. It is no surprise that signallers who regularly work
here have reasonable upper body development. It is just the rest of the body that leaves a lot to be desired.
During ’box hours there will be around 4,642 authorised crossings at the Mill Lane user worked crossing – plus a
few that are not authorised. There’s not much to be done about the latter, as some motorists seem to enjoy the
Russian roulette aspect of crossing without contacting the signaller – or they simply do not care, but one day their
luck will run out.
I often wonder if my shift will end prematurely with a loud bang and a plume of smoke rising from that direction,
especially as the permissible line speed is 70mph. These selfish motorists are particularly noticeable on dark winter mornings when I go down for the gates. Looking up the tracks towards Mill Lane, I occasionally see the silhouette of a vehicle cross over and it is most unnerving.

Ian Mole shares more Southern Region memories from his
late friend Andy Rogers
I got a job as a Shunter at Euston in late 1968 and stayed there till 1971. The days of steam at Euston were over by
this time and the main-line trains had long since been pulled by electrics. One evening, I clocked on for a late shift
(7 p.m. till 7 a.m.) at the Parcels Office on Platform 1 at the Eversholt Street side of the station and then made my
way to the end of the second last platform on the other side, where our staff room was located. I changed into my
uniform (black serge jacket, waistcoat and trousers with a white shirt and red tie, and of course a peaked cap complete with a red badge bearing the words British Rail). Then I went to see the Inspector, who assigned tasks to all
the Shunters to see where I was needed. During the night we shunted parcels and newspaper trains. All of the
Shunters at that time were men and most of them were Irish and West Indian. We had an African guy there for a
while and I was surprised that there were very bad vibes between him and the West Indians. It was heavy physical
work because we had to deal with large screw couplings and buck-eye couplings. Our job was to disconnect the locomotive from its trucks when it had stopped and then go up to the other end of the train and connect another engine. On occasions we’d don overalls as the work could get very mucky indeed. Sometimes we’d accompany trains
up to get cleaned at a place called Port Arthur, which in fact was just by the Grand Union Canal in Camden, The locos we used for shunting at that time were English Electric Type 1’s (number series at that time D8000-D8199) and
they were based at Willesden Depot (1A). As I said earlier, it was a dangerous job too as you’d often be out of the
eye-line of the engine driver and Shunters could be squashed between carriage buffers. Anyway, about three hours
later on the night in question I was waiting to uncouple the trucks of an incoming empty parcels train. In those
days, as now, there were two lines in the centre of the station which we called ‘the Watford lines’, which had DC
current and therefore each track had four rails, two of which were
live. There was a slight curve in these tracks and unfortunately the
incoming Driver, whose engine was at the far end of the reversing
train, hadn’t noticed that there were already some box vans on
the line he was advancing along and he collided with them. I could
see what was going to happen but felt really powerless to prevent
it. There was a loud bang and a cloud of dust puffed out everywhere as a number of the stationary trucks jumped off the track. I
was standing on the platform waiting to get cracking so I ran to the A class 501 EMU unit leaves Euston for Watford
nearest staff phone and told the Train Controller to switch off the
current on both tracks, which he promptly did. We then had to isolate the platform, which involved putting on special gloves and disconnecting the live rail, and then we called the Controller to tell him to switch the current on
again for the other lines. This all took only about twenty minutes.
Officers from Carriage and Wagon soon arrived and decided which trucks were too damaged to be immediately reused. There were also overhead electrified cables on that line and these were switched off too but we couldn’t get
a crane in to move the vans and so they had to be jacked up. Those that were okay were taken over to a track at
the west side of the station so they could be unloaded. I had to communicate with the Signalman, whose name was
Bernard, and it took best part of the night as we could only take two vans out at a time to give the Carriage and
Wagon Inspectors time to give them a good going over. I’d go over with the shunting-engine and then return to collect another two after waiting for them to be given the all-clear, or not. All the mail and parcels were put into a series of four-wheeled wagons that we called BRUTS and they were conveyed by an electric vehicle to the Parcels
Office. The damaged vans were taken up to Port Arthur. I later received thanks from the Inspector but it was a bit of
a backhanded compliment because he said, “I didn’t think you were capable of doing something like that.” I told
him I’d had a lot of experience of shunting when I’d worked down at Guildford. By the way, if I ever wore my British
Rail badge down at Guildford they’d get very sniffy because they had green coloured ones; things could get partisan
even between railwaymen.

Of course the weather can play havoc with the running of trains and I remember one evening late in 1970 when
there had been steady snow all afternoon and by the time I arrived the trains were stacked up all along the
tracks north of Euston as far as Kilburn because in those days there were no heaters on the points and they were
blocked with snow. My colleagues and I had to go out with a big broom and brush away all the snow from between the points and add salt so that they could function again. The diesels locos in those days had boilers for
heating the carriages and later that night, after we’d got most of the trains in, we sent off a diesel with an open
steam pipe from its boiler to unfreeze as many points as it could. I think it was while I was at Euston that one of
the drivers ran through a signal on red and he claimed that he hadn’t seen it because the sun was in his eyes.
They suspended him for a year and on exactly the same day a year later they examined the position of the sun at
the approach to the signal and concluded that he’d been lying. They sacked him but if he’d put his hands up
straightaway, they’d probably have just told him to take a few days unpaid leave and then return to work. After
1967 the livery of locomotives and carriages had changed into a uniform British Rail blue whereas before that
carriages were red on the Midland region, green on the Southern and brown and cream on the Western. At
Euston trains left for Holyhead and Stranraer on Friday evenings to link with the ferries to Ireland and these
trains would often be a mish-mash of these three colours. The Royal Train would sometimes leave from Platform
1 at Euston and one evening I was walking along beside it after attaching a set of coaches elsewhere and I noticed that one of the windows was broken. I went and reported this to one of the Inspectors and all kinds of panic broke out. I suppose some kid had chucked a brick through it on the way down from wherever it had come
from. Anyway, someone from Carriage and Wagon came and patched it all up
While I was based at Euston I spent nine months working a few miles further up the main line at the G.P.O. Depot at Kilburn High Road. We’d bring the vans along the reception road and into the yard using a diesel shunter
(there were no electrified lines there) and we operated ground signals ourselves after getting permission from
the Willesden signal-box. After the vans were dealt with we let them out of the yard again; the same thing every
day. There were just two of us working there, me and a guy called Joe, and we’d take turns at working on Sundays, which were usually quiet anyway, to make up our hours. One Saturday morning we were just about ready
to finish work when we got a call from the signalman at Willesden to tell us that there was a dog on the line. That
particular line, the Watford Line, was electric and the dog had been electrocuted so I had to go and pick him up. I
told the signalman to stop all the northbound trains on the line and I went to lift the dog off the line and lay him
between the tracks for the permanent way guys to deal with before calling the signalman to give him the allclear. Another time, around 2 or 3 o’clock in the morning, we were having a cup of tea after shunting all the Post
Office vans when we got another call asking us to have a look at the track as they were having trouble with the
signals. Again we asked them to stop the trains on that line as they’d normally be doing about 80 m.p.h. on that
stretch. In those days the tracks weren’t all one continuous weld and between each joint was a loop of copper
wire to conduct the electricity. Anyway, when we inspected the track, we saw that someone had nicked some of
the copper wire. The trouble when that happened was that the signalmen couldn’t see when a train had entered
a blacked-out section. We contacted the signalman and he promptly got the engineers out to replace the wire.

Quiz Question
A large crowd for a small station, usually one of the quietest
on the network. Today it is one of only two stations to have
the suffix “HALT”. The term 'halt' was removed from British
Rail timetables and station signs and other official documents
by 1974; the return of the term came for only two locations in
2008. Strangely, this one had not previously had the "halt"
designation. Where are we?

Pete Hickman recalls a view from his pram!
BESCOT MEMORIES 1950
In 1950 I was in my second year. I can’t recollect when I saw my first steam loco but
it must have been very early in life as most Saturdays or Sundays my father took me
on a triangular route from Weston Street along West Bromwich Road to the Bulls Head Hotel near Tame Bridge,
demolished when the M6 was built, or the Navigation with stops at those watering holes depending on the weather and whether friends were in our company. A path was taken, broadly parallel to the River Tame (then he dirtiest river in England – or so my father always said) past fields of cattle towards the sewerage works and Bescot
Crescent. Apparently I had been very interested in some cows, the closest I’d been to animals at that stage. Having
taken in the delights of Bescot station, and its well occupied loco shed, the triangle to Weston Street was completed. This was the period before West Bromwich Road was diverted/upgraded and a new bridge constructed over
the River Tame. The coming of the motorways was still a decade away.
My fathers 1950 diary survives and records that on Sunday 15 January he saw the Merseyside Express come
through hauled by Princess Victoria. Diversions were regular in those weekends. On the 22nd January I was taken
out in the pram, an 0-4-0 Silver Cross built at Silver Cross Street Works, Leeds (not Stanier design but comfortable
with good suspension and road holding). ‘We’ saw Princess Margaret come through (the loco not the real Princess
– I doubt she ever ventured into South Staffs as it was then!). ‘The Comet’ was seen too. My father wanted to find
out which class this loco belonged to not realising that it was a Jubilee rebuilt during the war (number 5735) with
Double chimney. On 26th February we made it to the Bulls Head despite frosty conditions recording unnamed Patriot 5547. On Sunday 5th March the pram made it from the Bulls Head to Bescot seeing 6167 The Hertfordshire
Regiment and recorded a ‘new type’ B.R.4749. This was a modified Black Five, two years, old but 60 years before
the internet was readily available how would one know that?
By 19th March the pram had been occupied by my younger brother and a second hand push chair acquired being
more suited to the rough terrain of Bescot. Jubilee 5555 Quebec was recorded and we visited the area behind the
loco sheds. On the 30th May, Scot Royal Inniskilling Fusilier came through. (Below) What great names those locos
had! On 10th June two northbound trains were recorded.
6113 Cameronian was followed by a double header Mogul
Mixed Traffics. On 20th June the 08:30 was hauled by Indore
(Jubilee) and on 1st July Manitoba (Jubilee) was seen on the
Walsall line. On 19th my mom bought me a train book for my
second birthday, can’t start them too young! On 22nd August
‘Sir Fred Harrison’ came through (the loco not Sir Frederick
himself long dead and a former Lieutenant Colonel in the
British Army’s Engineer and Railway Volunteer Staff Corps).
On 9th September, aged two, I took my first train trip in the
care of my father, his brother and a friend and in the absence
of mother. I have no recollection of the trip probably hauled Royal Scot class 4-6-0 No 6103 Royal Inniskilling Fusilier
by a Fowler 2-6-4T with three ageing carriages. The diary entry
states ‘Rex, Wilf and myself took Peter on the train to Birmingham’. ‘We were alright until Peter messed himself in
Littlewoods cafe then again coming home on the train’. ‘We had a good laugh afterwards’. What an unfortunate
child I was. I suppose its far to late to write a letter of apology to Littlewoods or BR cleaners.
In 1943 the LMS looked at the parallel-boilered Royal Scots whose boilers and cylinders were life-expired, and
whose smokeboxes were difficult to keep airtight. Between 1943 and 1955 the whole class was rebuilt to create
the LMS Rebuilt Royal Scot Class. The rebuilds were quite substantial, requiring new boiler, frames and cylinders,
but in most cases the original frame stretchers, wheels, cab and fittings were retained.

On 17th September, despite gale force winds I was taken to the Navigation where we sheltered in what was described as the pavilion. Main lines trains were passing through again with 6150 The Life Guardsman, 5502 Royal
Naval Division and a Duchess (we couldn’t see the name apparently). On 1st October, with Rex, Wilf, Colin and the dog (not ours) we went for a walk but had to shelter in the Bulls Head as it poured with rain before continuing to the Navigation
where we sat out in the pavilion seeing Princess Alice (No 6223 that is, not a member of the royal family!), The Life Guardsman (6150) and The London Irish Rifleman (6138). On 14th October we saw the Glasgow-Edinburgh express come
through Bescot hauled by 5525 Colwyn Bay and the following day a Blue Duchess
(couldn’t see the name) and the ‘Dragoon Guardsman’ (Royal Horse or Kings) was
seen. At this time my uncle reported that there had recently been two derailments
near the Bulls Head and that a new track laying machine had arrived. On 22nd October the Royal Scot train came through hauled by Duchess of Buccleuch (6230) followed by The Duke of Wellington’s Regiment (West Riding) (6145) and Royal Ulster Rifleman (6122). 3rd Carabinier (6125) hauled the Scottish
express on 28th October and the following day 46201 Princess Elizabeth was on the Liverpool train. At this point in
time my father seems to have accepted that a number 4 had been added to most former LMS locos after Nationalisation. On 26th November Coldstream Guardsman (46114) was seen on the Mancunian.
Around this time the Korean war was developing and ex-servicemen were being asked
by employers to provide information on their military service records. A call up for duty
overseas was a threat and some employers were probably keen to keep staff at home in
work. My father was then an aircraft fitter (servicing and repairs) for Halliwells (then part
of the TI group) at Walsall Aerodrome (yes Walsall did have a municipal airport) working
on Harvards a US made aircraft. (Right) On the 9th December we saw 6101 Royal Scots
Grey come through on the Glasgow train. I was ‘thrilled’ to see two cranes at work on
the sewerage farm. Apart from the Birmingham to Walsall services most traffic seen at
Bescot in that year were freights with regular sightings of 7F Webb 0-8-0’s, 4F Fowler 0-6-0’s, 5P5F Stanier 4-6-0’s
(Black Fives) and 8F Stanier 2-8-0’s. Coal traffic was ever present. Its surprising that members of all these classes
survive in preservation.

LMS Super D at Bescot Shed Birmingham 26th
May 1964. No 49430 was built around 1906
so it was nearly 60 years old when the ‘new’
M6 was beginning to take shape behind.

Photos John Wiltshire

Another photo taken on the same day. Two for the price
of one at Bescot with LMS Super D’s 49407, 49361 and
Ivatt 2MT 46456 in background. All three were shedded
at Bescot at the time.

More from Pete’s early days next month!

TO WINDSOR
Dave Rook recalls another grand day out.
With all the recent Royal celebrations I thought that this would be a good time to reflect on a day trip to Windsor in the late 1980’s. I always looked forward to the Annual train trips organised by the
local Methodist Church to take the parishioners on a day out to various tourist destinations. The organiser, I think
his name was Derek, was a railway enthusiast who always tried to use unusual routes. I often used to bump into
him in Sainsbury’s with the same question. Where are we going next year and by which route? The earlier days
out used loco hauled stock but when it became too expensive DMU’s were hired instead.
For the 1989 trip the destination was Windsor, which pleased the family and would also give me the opportunity
to observe trains on the main line out of Paddington. At this time the class 50’s had started to be withdrawn but
were still being used on the suburban services to Oxford. So on Saturday 16th September 1989 we joined the
train, which consisted on a number of 3 car DMU’s at Bilbrook. For once the route was straightforward going
through New Street, Coventry, Leamington and Oxford. However, at Reading we diverted onto the Southern lines
heading for Staines and Windsor & Eton Riverside which was the old LSWR station. On arrival the rest of the family
headed for Windsor Castle whilst my son and I walked the short distance to the GWR station, Windsor & Eton Central, and bought a ticket to Slough, where we had planned to
spend the majority of the day. Central originally had 4
platforms but this had by now been reduced to just one which
had been truncated to make way for the Windsor Royal shopping arcade.
On arrival at Slough station we headed for the London end of
the island platform which gave us a good view of trains on
both the fast and slow lines. The time was now around 11.30
a.m. and during the next hour we observed 3 class 50’s, several HST’s, a host of class 117 DMU’s and a pair of 37’s on a train
of petrol tankers. 37371 was in the old red stripe livery but
37215 was in the latest triple grey colours with sector symbols.

37371 and 37215 both allocated to Cardiff

At 12.25 another 37, 37167 appeared heading West with a short rake of HEA coal empties for South Wales, followed 10 minutes later by 56056 with a train of ARC hopper wagons. In between these 2 trains 47705, recently
transferred from Scotland, appeared on a passenger train in the latest NSE colours. Shortly afterwards 2 more 56’s
were observed leaving London, 56078 hauling Tarmac liveried 4 wheeled hopper wagons and 56052 with Bardon
aggregate bogie hopper wagons.

50022 ”Anson” in a scruffy large logo blue livery

Throughout the day passenger trains hauled by class
47’s and 50’s locos passed on the fast lines in both NSE
and large logo blue colours, although 47472 was seen
going towards London still in the old blue livery of the
late 1960’s. I did miss photographing a double headed
passenger hauled by 50043 & 50035 both in NSE livery
and 50027 pulling an HST set. As the afternoon wore on
no more freights were seen until 47102 appeared on a
Freight liner just before we left at 3.45.

So in just over 4 hours we had recorded 9 class 50’s, 8 class 47’s, 10 HST sets, 3 class 37’s and 3 class 56’s. A number of these were seen more than once, especially 50020 which appeared 3 times but never on a passenger train.
As these numbers included 6 freights as well as an engineering train
and a self-propelled track maintenance vehicle, not a bad day out
for a Saturday. I was surprised that there were no other ‘spotters’
to be seen and that compared with today there was little platform
furniture to spoil the view.
Our trip back to Windsor Central was with
unique set L211 which consisted of a single carriage of a class 101 and a class 121 bubble car.
50032 ”Courageous” Network South East
More of a surprise was that the driver was Chris
Hughes, (Right) Mastermind champion and now part of the Eggheads team. Although I managed to get a photo of the unit did not manage to get a photo of Chris. As previously arranged,
we met up with the rest of the family on Windsor Bridge before heading back to Riverside for
the journey home. We returned by the same route with the only observation of note being one
of the three class 47’s in green being seen at Didcot. The number however was not recorded.

Before I starting writing this article I was convinced
that we had loco hauled stock for this trip but on
checking the year date I am now certain that we
had DMU’s.
So the question is, where did we go hauled by a 47?

Let us know when you remember Dave
but thanks for now!

HST No 43217 heads west in original BR livery

43137 in the (then) latest Inter City swallow livery

Well worth a visit!
Hard on the heels of visiting the wonderful Statfold Barn Railway last year, your editor visited another 2 ft narrow
gauge line for the first time last month . Barely thirty minutes or so drive from my home in Codsall, I can’t think
why I have never been to see this little gem of a railway before but the steam gala at the end of June provided
the impetus I needed. Construction of the railway started in 1990
in a field at the side of Amerton
Working Farm. The first trains ran
in 1992, but it was around 10
years later when the railway was
completed as a full circle with two
passing Loops. The collection of
locomotives is primarily focused
around locomotives that were
either
built
or
operated
in Staffordshire. In May 2012, the
17 acres of land on which the railway is run was purchased by the
railway, securing the future of
. Photo: Geoff Cryer
operations at Amerton. An added
attraction is the ability to walk at will through the fields enclosed by the circuitous course of the railway, providing many good photo opportunities wherever the sun is.
For the gala weekend there were no less than seven locos in steam, including two residents celebrating notable
birthdays of which Bagnall “Isabel” (125th Birthday!) is probably the best known. Isabel was one of the earliest
locomotives to be built to the design of E.E. Baguley, and one of hundreds of this type built between the 1890s
and the 1950s. However, Isabel has Baguley Patent Valve Gear, and she is probably the last working example in
the world with this valve gear. She was delivered new on 9th February 1897 to the Cliffe Hill Granite Company of
Markfield, Leicestershire, and was named after one of the quarry owner’s daughters. initially hauling granite on
their mainline, she was latterly used as a shunting engine before being laid up in 1946 with all the other locomotives at the quarry awaiting the fate of the scrapman’s torch. However, Isabel was lucky. W.G. Bagnall, who were
very much still in business in Stafford at that time, were looking for a suitable display locomotive, and in March
1953 Isabel was brought back to be restored by the apprentices, and finally she was put on display on a plinth at
Castletown. She remained on display at the Castle Works until English Electric took over Bagnalls’ in 1961, and
locomotive construction ceased in Stafford. Through the
interest of the Stafford Railway Circle (formed
1959) Isabel was moved to a site in Victoria Park opposite the new (fourth) Railway Station in Stafford, where
she was mounted on a plinth. In November 1983 in poor
condition she was removed to be restored in conjunction with Stafford Borough Council and eventually found
her way to Amerton.
Isabel being prepared for her days work
outside the loco shed

Frank Sutton opens a few more
Diary Dates: March 21st 2004
FIRST EXPERIENCE WITH AN UNREBUILT BULLIED PACIFIC
LOCO: BULLIED PACIFIC 34067 ‘TANGMERE’
DRIVER: MYSELF
ROUTE: BESCOT-DIDCOT via COVENTRY. 86.5 MILES
CONSIST: LIGHT STEAM WITH SUPPORT COACH HAULED BY A CLASS 66 DIESEL
This was last minute job I did not roster myself on but rather I received a phone call from the Bescot full time roster
clerk. It proved to be a nice easy job for my first time on an original Bullied Pacific. I was expecting the footplate
controls would be mostly the same as on the rebuilds but they are not. The dual control blower on a rebuild is the
sand operator on an original and the blower is a singular control above the sander on the Driver’s side; I bet mistakes were made working with the two different types back in steam days.
Most steam locos of my experience in preservation days were
fitted with single control blowers
that is to say could be operated
from the driver’s side only, certainly ex- Eastern Pacifics and exGW types, but LMS Stanier's and
Fowlers were dual control that is
to say they were fitted central
above the firebox doors and could
thus be operated by the Driver or
the Fireman.
34067 “Tangmere” pulls slowly
into Moreton-in-Marsh station
on 24 July 2004 with the VSOE
18:25 Worcester Shrub Hill to
Victoria luxury excursion.
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The support crew are always helpful and they showed me how the steam operated fire doors work. They are a bit
aggressive I thought with the way they slammed shut - “ouch”! The steam reverser Bullied used takes a lot of
getting used to when notching up because I found it comes back so quickly you could be in back gear in the blink of
an eye. I’ve been told a lot of Drivers would close the regulator (shut off) before notching up to be on the safe side.
Generally they were not ‘pulled up” more than 25% and driven on the regulator.
I was relieved at Didcot by that depots oldest hand Arthur Fenn who was shortly to retire.
An interesting afternoon

Thanks Frank, more next month!

London Terminal
Servicing Points
Euston Station

I visited Euston several times when train spotting and never realised there was a turntable tucked away behind
platform 15, not that I ever ventured over that side. Why would you when the Princess Royals and Duchess pacifics
arrived and departed from the other side. It seems that Bushbury men were regular visitors when working the Birmingham ’ two-hour’ expresses. After the stock was released, they would make their way over from the buffer
stops.
45734 Meteor carrying the 'Midlander'
headboard is on the turntable at Euston.
Also in the picture is 45741 Leinster on
the left. Both of these Jubilee 6P locos
were shedded at Bushbury at one time.

A 1936 view (Right) of he servicing area which had a 70ft turntable but no coaling facilities.

Looking immaculate, one of Bushbury's stalwarts from 1951 to 1959,
45688 Polyphemus stands next to
the turntable, after being turned
and prepared for its next working
northwards.
Polyphemus was the one-eyed giant son of Poseidon and Thoosa in
Greek mythology, thus proving
train spotting was good for your
classics education!

I asked Bushbury fireman Keith Morgan for his memories of the yard and he replied I only went to Euston as a
fireman once. We were the first train of two, taking employees from a factory for a day out in London, we picked
up at Darlaston only, then right away London. My memory is not that clear on this one-off trip but my driver was
a senior passed-fireman, who was very helpful. All i remember is backing out of Euston, then going over to the
turntable area . We turned the engine, then dragged the coal forward (no coaling facilities), my driver was quite
prudent regarding coal, as he had topped the tender up from the coaling tower before we left Bushbury.
Fast forward forty years or so and after Euston was completely rebuilt for the west coast main line electrification,
Wolverhampton driver Chris Fox ‘s memories were very different. When I came to Wolverhampton as a driver the
trains to Euston were normally operated in push pull mode, with an electric loco at one end and a driving van trailer at the other. Usually the DVT was positioned at the south end and would lead into Euston, and the loco would
work the train northwards, although sometimes due to operational reasons the train would be in reverse formation. If when heading south the DVT developed a problem it was necessary to take the loco from the rear of
the train and reattach it in front of the DVT. The
train could then proceed as a conventional engine
and coaches. Upon arrival at Euston the loco would
of course be on the stop block, so in this case it
would be necessary for another loco to attach to
the rear of the train in order to take it back
north. Only then could the incoming loco be released from the stop block end of the platform and
taken to the sidings at Euston to await its next duty. The trains were always cleaned and serviced in
the platform at Euston as this would ensure a quick
turnaround. Even then the stock was quite intensively used.
Virgin trains on the blocks at Euston in December 2012. Driving Van Trailor DVT 82126 (Left) Of Virgin Trains Set
WB64, which enthusiasts nicknamed the pretendolino, sits next to the real thing.
The approach to Euston down Camden Bank was indeed steep but rarely caused any problems, helped by the fact
that there was a 40mph speed restriction at the top of the bank, reducing to 25mph before entering the
platforms. The tricky part was bringing the train to a stand at the stop boards on the platform, as these were positioned only a few feet in front of the stop blocks. If you misjudged it and hit the stop block, no matter how gently,
this would set off an alarm and the incident would be deemed to be a collision (lots of paperwork if this happened!). With the advent of the Pendolinos things became easier as the brakes were very responsive and allowed
you to stop the train exactly in the right place. It also removed the need to attach or detach locos when things
went wrong. The only exception to this was if the Pendolino was hauled into Euston by a diesel loco because the
current in the overhead wires had been switched off, quite commonplace on a Sunday when overhead line
maintenance was taking place.
Originally the London & Birmingham Railway had planned its southern terminus at Camden Town but the engineer in chief Robert Stephenson and the board had a change of heart and settled on Euston. The average gradient
of 1:85 for this first mile was considered too steep for the locomotives of the day and it was decided to work the
incline with an endless cable system powered by a pair of stationary steam engines. These were located at the
top of the Incline at Camden Town (Right), installed in
a subterranean engine house together with their boilers and the winding gear they were to drive. The only
hint that the traveler had of this machinery was a pair
of tall chimneys, described by Francis Wishaw, the
noted civil engineer, as being of “beautiful symmetry
and exquisite workmanship”.

That’s all for this month folks!

